A Fundamental Shift.

Asset-intensive businesses are undergoing a massive digital transformation. This transformation creates new opportunities to leverage emerging technologies that enable fresh approaches to business practices. That’s where we come in.

Advancements in machine learning, artificial intelligence (AI), and cognitive computing are transforming the industry, increasing efficiency and ensuring system optimization by eliminating delays, unplanned downtime, and equipment failures. With more asset-centric and real-time data availability, the approach to day-to-day decision making and long-term asset lifecycle management changes significantly. Enter Asset Performance Management (APM).

Asset Performance Management leverages real-time equipment data for continuous insights, better asset performance, and improved reliability. It enables industries to move from a break-fix practice to a more proactive, predictive approach.

Atonix Digital products and solutions leverage advanced machine learning, AI, and cognitive computing technologies that are proven to deliver maximum value to your customers. Today, Atonix Digital products and solutions are used by hundreds of companies in thousands of facilities around the world.

Opportunity is Knocking. Answer it.

Our products and solutions are being leveraged today in the following industries:

- Power Generation
- Chemical Plants
- Food & Beverage
- Industrial Processes
- Telecommunications
- Manufacturing
- Water & Wastewater
- Oil & Gas
- Pulp & Paper

"Our ability to pursue development of new capabilities jointly with Atonix, as a strategic partner, is extremely important to us. We are very happy in the partnership we have with Atonix Digital."

Brady Kirkwood
Lead Monitoring & Diagnostics Engineer, EthosEnergy, Atonix Digital Partner

Read the entire success story at Atonix.com/ethosenergy
Asset Performance Management (APM) Solutions.

Our products and solutions help public utilities and other enterprises monitor assets across their infrastructures for performance anomalies that often forewarn of more serious equipment failures and even plant outages.

One APM Platform from One Provider.

By partnering with Atonix Digital, you can help boost your customers’ efficiency and resilience as they rise to these infrastructure-intensive challenges. You’ll be entitled an array of tools and resources to help your customers surmount today’s obstacles and help them grow. These include sales, marketing and educational resources and a product and technical support plan that’s tailored to your business model.

Expand Your Business Opportunities.

By partnering with Atonix Digital, you can help boost your customers’ efficiency and resilience as they rise to these infrastructure-intensive challenges. You’ll be entitled an array of tools and resources to help your customers surmount today’s obstacles and help them grow. These include sales, marketing and educational resources and a product and technical support plan that’s tailored to your business model.

Inquire now. Partner with Atonix Digital.

Grow your business by expanding your customer base and deepening your relationship with your existing customers. Learn more at atonix.com/partners.

• Industrial strength and heritage
• Single integrated APM platform
• Time-tested products and solutions
• Industry-proven, advanced math models and performance calculations